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1. Model Details

Original 3D model of rubbish train vehicles - by Brian Bere-Streeter

These new wagons came about, because of a need to create authentic train formations for use on the various NSWGR routes available to MSTS enthusiasts.

To allow the formation of authentic trains the following wagons were created:

	1034 - Dubs 4-ton 0-4-0 Crane Tank locomotive 


	S-Trucks, with modelled rubbish loads, to suit.


There are two versions of the crane tank locomotive provided – one is a fully working locomotive which can be used in shunting scenarios around the various workshops, and one which is intended as a ‘wagon’ in the rubbish train consist. At this point in time, there has been no attempt to make the crane jib rotate – it is possible that a Version 2.0 may be released sometime in the future with a rotatable crane jib.

Locomotive cranes appeared relatively early on the NSWGR and were used for internal railway purposes in the various yards and workshop complexes around the system. They were most commonly seen at - 
Eveleigh locomotive works and Eveleigh carriage works (crane locomotives from Eveleigh were also used at Sydney Yard, Darling Harbour / Darling Island and Alexandria goods yards when necessary), Chullora workshops, Enfield Loco depot, and Clyde wagon workshops. In the Newcastle area, they were commonly seen at Cardiff workshops, Honeysuckle and Hamilton permanent way workshops.

Because of the small axlebox journals on the Crane tank, the rubbish train was limited to a maximum speed of 20 MPH, although in service in most cases it rarely exceeded 10 MPH. Due to the slow speed of the train, it spent much time in sidings waiting for a suitable ‘slot’ in the regular scheduled train services between stations, to avoid holding up other trains.

An empty and a full kibble is provided for you to place at any relevant stations in your NSWGR routes – however, this will require a working knowledge of MSTS Route Editor to add these to your routes.

These models are for your personal use only, and may not be sold or distributed in any way without the original creator's permissions.



===========================================
2. Installation Notes

Create a new folder called <<   AU_nswRubbishTrain >>

Unzip the files into a temporary folder, then copy and paste all of the files straight into the new AU_nswRubbishTrain folder (check the name to be sure).

This locomotive aliases to the Z19 class locomotive sound set from the CTN website, 
as modified with the CTN sound set prepared by Don Martin - this must be installed
for these locos to work. Copy the Sound folder from the AU_nswgrZ19 folder and paste 
it as a new Sound folder under  << AU_nswRubbishTrain >>

This locomotive aliases to the original C30 cab from the C30 locomotive 4-6-4T #3112
available from the Steam4me site.  This must be installed for these locos to work.
Copy the Cabview folder from the AU_nswC30 folder and paste it as a new Cabview 
folder under  <<  AU_nswRubbishTrain >>

A light engine Consist has been provided for the 1034 crane tank locomotive, and a full Rubbish Train consist has also been provided – the rubbish train consist also requires the Class Z20 locomotives pack and the LHG brake vans pack -

from the Short North website - http://shortnorth.steam4me.net/ 

or the Coals to Newcastle website - http://www.coalstonewcastle.com.au/

You will need to create either a new consist to use these carriages, or add them to an existing consist. Consists are made, or edited, using MSTS Activity Editor or Carlos Gomes’s ConBuilder.

===========================================
3. Historical Notes

As human habitation spread its way across the landscape, one of the biggest problems was the generation of huge quantities of general rubbish, which had to be disposed of in garbage dumps.

So it was with the NSWGR – the daily activities of the railways created a not insignificant amount of general rubbish. In country areas the problem was not so great and the railway waste was drayed or trucked to the local council tips. However the Sydney Metropolitan Area covered a vast area with several hundred stations, yards and railway establishments. The NSWGR developed an efficient method for disposal of their waste – a large railway owned dump was established on waste ground on the Homebush abattoirs/brickworks branch line. Large clay pits developed beside the branch line as the clay was extracted to make bricks at the local brickworks, so the railways took advantage of this and used the resulting deep excavations to bury all their general rubbish.

The NSWGR built a large number of ‘kibbles’ – these were a rectangular open-topped steel skip with a hinged lifting handle which locked in place, enabling the kibble to be lifted by crane. One or more kibbles were placed at every Metropolitan Area station, yard or other railway establishment – the kibbles were placed directly beside the lines, so that they could be lifted by crane and tipped into open wagons to be taken away for disposal - each kibble could hold one hundredweight of rubbish. [The NSWGR ‘kibbles’ were, in essence, a fore-runner of today’s common industrial skips].

The NSWGR formed a ‘rubbish train’ to remove this waste from each railway establishment to the dumps at Homebush. The train progressively plied its way around the Sydney area, visiting every station, yard and establishment on a regular basis. The rubbish train was generally hauled by a ‘standard goods’ locomotive, however other locomotives were used in this service from time to time. The rubbish train itself comprised – a bogie brake van – an S-truck – a steam-powered 4 or 5 ton locomotive crane – another S-truck – and another bogie brake van. Brake vans were used at each end so that the train could conveniently reverse direction with minimal shunting, as it made its way around the system. For these trains, the steam crane locomotives were manned and only in ‘light steam’ – not to provide tractive power, but simply to provide steam for the crane operation. Several other workmen rode in the brake vans to assist in the rubbish pickup operations every time the train stopped. Sometimes additional S-trucks were added into the consist, but this meant that the full/empty wagons were then needing to be shunted along the way, so that empty or partially empty wagons were always in place either side of the crane locomotive.

The train would draw up adjacent to the kibble, the jib of the locomotive crane would be rotated over the kibble, the hook attached, lifted and rotated to be over either of the S-trucks, fore or aft of the crane – once in position, the handle locks were opened and the kibble rotated and tipped into the open wagon. The empty kibble was turned back up the right way, the handle locks re-closed, and the skip placed back in original position.

As well as emptying the kibbles, the rubbish train also picked up any other rubbish that was lying within the railway corridor – a common problem was that some elements of society, had a tendency to dump some of their own rubbish ‘over the fence’ onto railway property – as the rubbish train plied the lines, other ‘illegal’ rubbish such as ‘dumped’ worn-out mattresses, broken beds, lounge chairs and sofas, tables and chairs, and early ‘white goods’ like ice-coolers, kerosene refrigerators, washing tubs and coppers and old valve radio sets, were commonly found dumped on the railway property. For the lighter items, the workmen simply man-handled them up into the open wagons, but for the heavier items, a sling was placed around it and the crane used to lift the item into the open wagon.

===========================================
4.   Copyright, Distribution and Terms of Use
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

These train models are released as Freeware. Copyright (C) Brian Bere-Streeter

As freeware you are permitted to distribute this archive subject to 
the following conditions:

- These models are intended for private, non-commercial use only;

- These models and any of their associated files may not be retro-engineered
  or used for any purpose other than its original intended use without 
  the prior written consent of the author;

- Persons wishing to repaint this model may do so by requesting copies 
  of the original texture files from the author;  all such repainted or 
  modified versions must acknowledge the author of the original work;

- This archive must be distributed without modification to the
  contents of the archive.  Redistributing this archive with any 
  original files added, removed or modified is prohibited without 
  the permission of the author;  in particular, this text in its 
  entirety must not be removed or altered;

- This model may not be distributed on CD without the prior 
  written consent of the authors;

- The inclusion of any individual file from this archive in another
  archive without the prior permission of the authors is prohibited;

- No charge may be made for this archive other than that to cover the
  cost of its distribution. If a fee is charged it must be made clear
  to the purchaser that the archive is freeware and that the fee is to
  cover the distributor's costs of providing the archive;

- This train is provided AS IS, I assume no responsibility or liablity 
  for any MSTS or system hardware/software problems you may encounter 
  after installing this train;

- By downloading and/or using this model, you have agreed with these 
  terms and conditions of use;

- The authors' rights and wishes concerning this archive must be
  respected;

- Copyrights: * MS Train Simulator, MS Windows:
                    Copyright Microsoft Corp 2002
              * 3D Models: Copyright Brian Bere-Streeter 2010
              * Textures: Copyright Brian Bere-Streeter 2010
              
  All other copyrights & trademarks mentioned are the property of their
  respective owners.
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